
At Civil Solutions we focus on building Intelligent TaxMaps to deliver maximum value for
the investment you are making.

Our team of application developers, GIS Specialists, land surveyors, and data management
experts work together to develop the right tools to reach your objective.

The iTaxMap was specifically designed for tax mapping at any project scale. It combines
proven methodology, enhanced data management tools, and a suite of user-friendly
applications which allows the user to cut costs and improve efficiency.

Integrated a variety of disciplines to enhance tax mapping;
Extended the discipline into numerous municipal and county functions;
Formed a network of specialty consultants to solidify the systems integration;
Augmented our internal staff to handle the variety of skills necessary in order to
work effectively and efficiently. 

Since 1995, we have...

iTaxMaps
A CIVIL SOLUTIONS  INNOVATION

Intelligent TaxMaps are different than traditional tax maps. They are built differently in order
to easily extend to many beneficial functions and uses. Intelligent TaxMaps are more than just
digital.

In the past, it was sufficient for tax mapping to be isolated in the Office of the Assessor as
simply a tool to aid in the assessment and valuation process. Now, however, jurisdictions have
realized that Tax Maps are a foundational element within their informational
infrastructure.



We created the Collaboration Center to give our clients and their various GIS users a single
location where they can go to submit tax map changes, get maps, see what is happening
with respect to property adjustments, communicate with one another, and learn how to
improve their GIS skills.

Our MyiDV is built upon the latest Esri technology and used by over fifty local and county
governments in New Jersey and Pennsylvania to serve a number of purposes. Civil
Solutions supports the site administration and has established a scheduled update
process that maintains "fresh" data on the site each week.

The iTaxMap also incorporates our utility that preprocesses the MOD IV data, runs the
comparison with the Tax Map parcels, and produces a variety of QA/QC reports.

A PROVEN PACKAGE

THE CIVIL SOLUTIONS COLLABORATION CENTER

MY INTERNET DATA VIEWER

EZM4 CLOUD CONVERSION UTILITY
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WWW.CIVILSOLUTIONS.BIZ
GISINFO@ARH-US.COM

+1 (800) 924-0482


